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In recent years Basic Electrical Engineering: Principles, Designs & Applications
are being used extensively in Electrical Engineering, Microprocessor, Electrical
Drives and Power Electronics research and many other things. This rapid
progress in Electrical & Electronics Engineering has created an increasing
demand for trained Electrical Engineering personnel. This book is intended for
the undergraduate and postgraduate students specializing in Electronics
Engineering. It will also serve as reference material for engineers employed in
industry. The fundamental concepts and principles behind electronics
engineering are explained in a simple, easy- to- understand manner. Each
chapter contains a large number of solved example or problem which will help
the students in problem solving and designing of Electronics system. This text
book is organized into thirteen chapters. Chapter-1: AC and DC Circuit Analysis
Chapter 2: Network Reduction and Network Theorems Chapter-3: Resonance
and Coupled CircuitsChapter-4: TransformerChapter-5: Three Phase
CircuitsChapter-6: Electrical Generator and MotorChapter- 7: Switchgear,
Protection & Earthing SystemChapter- 8: Electricity Usage Monitors, Power
Factor Correction and Basics of Battery & Its applications The book Basic
Electrical Engineering: Principles, Designs & Applications is written to cater to the
needs of the undergraduate courses in the discipline of Electronics &
Communication Engineering, Computer Science Engineering, Information
Technology, Electronics & Instrumentation Engineering, Electrical & Electronics
Engineering and postgraduate students specializing in Electronics. It will also
serve as reference material for engineers employed in industry. The fundamental
concepts and principles behind of Transformer, Three Phase Circuits and
Electrical Generator and Motor are explained in a simple, easy- to- understand
manner. Each Chapter of book gives the design of Electrical Engineering that can
be done by students of B.E./B.Tech/ M/Tech. level.Salient Features*Detailed
coverage of AC and DC Circuit Analysis, Network Reduction and Network
Theorems and Resonance and Coupled Circuits.*Comprehensive Coverage of
Transformer, Three Phase Circuits and Electrical Generator and Motor.*Detailed
coverage of Switchgear, Protection & Earthing System, Electricity Usage
Monitors, Power Factor Correction and Basics of Battery & Its applications.*Each
chapter contains a large number of solved example or objective type's problem
which will help the students in problem solving and designing of Electrical
Engineering.*Clear perception of the various problems with a large number of
neat, well drawn and illustrative diagrams. *Simple Language, easy- tounderstand manner. I do hope that the text book in the present form will meet the
requirement of the students doing graduation in Electronics & Communication
Engineering, Computer Science Engineering, Information Technology,
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Electronics & Instrumentation Engineering and Electrical & Electronics
Engineering. I will appreciate any suggestions from students and faculty
members alike so that we can strive to make the text book more useful in the
edition to come.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. For undergraduate introductory or survey courses in electrical engineering
A clear introduction to electrical engineering fundamentals Electrical Engineering:
Principles and Applications, 6e helps students learn electrical-engineering
fundamentals with minimal frustration. Its goals are to present basic concepts in a
general setting, to show students how the principles of electrical engineering
apply to specific problems in their own fields, and to enhance the overall learning
process. Circuit analysis, digital systems, electronics, and electromechanics are
covered. A wide variety of pedagogical features stimulate student interest and
engender awareness of the material’s relevance to their chosen profession.
NEW: This edition is now available with MasteringEngineering, an innovative
online program created to emulate the instructor’s office—hour environment,
guiding students through engineering concepts from Electrical Engineering with
self-paced individualized coaching. Note: If you are purchasing the standalone
text or electronic version, MasteringEngineering does not come automatically
packaged with the text. To purchase MasteringEngineering, please visit:
masteringengineering.com or you can purchase a package of the physical text +
MasteringEngineering by searching the Pearson Higher Education website.
Mastering is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when
required by an instructor.
Electrical Engineering 101 covers the basic theory and practice of electronics,
starting by answering the question "What is electricity?" It goes on to explain the
fundamental principles and components, relating them constantly to real-world
examples. Sections on tools and troubleshooting give engineers deeper
understanding and the know-how to create and maintain their own electronic
design projects. Unlike other books that simply describe electronics and provide
step-by-step build instructions, EE101 delves into how and why electricity and
electronics work, giving the reader the tools to take their electronics education to
the next level. It is written in a down-to-earth style and explains jargon, technical
terms and schematics as they arise. The author builds a genuine understanding
of the fundamentals and shows how they can be applied to a range of
engineering problems. This third edition includes more real-world examples and a
glossary of formulae. It contains new coverage of: Microcontrollers FPGAs
Classes of components Memory (RAM, ROM, etc.) Surface mount High speed
design Board layout Advanced digital electronics (e.g. processors) Transistor
circuits and circuit design Op-amp and logic circuits Use of test equipment Gives
readers a simple explanation of complex concepts, in terms they can understand
and relate to everyday life. Updated content throughout and new material on the
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latest technological advances. Provides readers with an invaluable set of tools
and references that they can use in their everyday work.
Covering the choice, attachment, and testing of contact materials, Electrical
Contacts introduces a thorough discussion on making electric contact and
contact interface conduction, presents a general outline of, and measurement
techniques for, important corrosion mechanisms, discusses the results of contact
wear when plug-in connections are made and broken, investigates the effect of
thin noble metal plating on electronic connections, relates crucial considerations
for making high- and low-power contact joints, details arcing effects on contacts
including contact erosion, welding, and contamination, and contains nearly 2800
references, tables, equations, drawings, and photographs.
Giorgio Rizzoni and James Kearns 6th edition provides a solid overview of the
electrical engineering discipline that is especially geared toward the many nonelectrical engineering students who take this course. The hallmark feature of the
text is its liberal use of practical applications to illustrate important principles. The
applications come from every field of engineering and feature exciting
technologies such as Ohio State’s world-record setting electric car. The appeal
to non-EE’s is further heightened by such special features as the book’s Focus
on Measurement sections, Focus on Methodology sections, and Make the
Connection sidebars. McGraw-Hill is also proud to offer Connect with the sixth
edition of Rizzoni and Kearns, Principles and Applications of Electrical
Engineering. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers
students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they
need it, how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
Rizzoni and Kearns Principles and Applications of Electrical Engineering, sixth
edition, includes the power of McGraw-Hill’s LearnSmart--a proven adaptive
learning program that helps students learn faster, study more efficiently, and
retain more knowledge for greater success. LearnSmart is included in
ConnectPlus.
This totally revised and expanded reference/text provides comprehensive, singlesource coverage of the design, problem solving, and specifications of
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) into electrical equipment/systems-including
new information on basic theories, applications, evaluations, prediction
techniques, and practical diagnostic options for preventing EMI through costeffective solutions. Offers the most recent guidelines, safety limits, and standards
for human exposure to electromagnetic fields! Containing updated data on EMI
diagnostic verification measurements, as well as over 900 drawings,
photographs, tables, and equations-500 more than the previous editionElectromagnetic Compatibility: Principles and Applications, Second Edition:
Many, in their quest for knowledge in engineering, find typical textbooks
intimidating. Perhaps due to an extensive amount of physics theory, an
overwhelming barrage of math, and not enough practical application of the
engineering principles, laws, and equations. Therein lies the difference between
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this text and those voluminous and daunting conventional university engineering
textbooks. This text leads the reader into more complex and abstract content
after explaining the electrical engineering concepts and principles in an easy to
understand fashion, supported by analogies borrowed from day-to-day examples
and other engineering disciplines. Many complex electrical engineering concepts,
for example, power factor, are examined from multiple perspectives, aided by
diagrams, illustrations, and examples that the reader can easily relate to.
Throughout this book, the reader will gain a clear and strong grasp of electrical
engineering fundamentals, and a better understanding of electrical engineering
terms, concepts, principles, laws, analytical techniques, solution strategies, and
computational techniques. The reader will also develop the ability to
communicate with professional electrical engineers, controls engineers, and
electricians on their "wavelength" with greater confidence. Study of this book can
help develop skills and preparation necessary for succeeding in the electrical
engineering portion of various certification and licensure exams, including
Fundamentals of Engineering (FE), Professional Engineering (PE), Certified
Energy Manager (CEM), and many other trade certification tests. This text can
serve as a compact and simplified electrical engineering desk reference. This
book provides a brief introduction to the NEC®, the Arc-Flash Code, and a better
understanding of electrical energy and associated cost. If you need to gain a
better understanding of myriad battery alternatives available in the market, their
strengths and weaknesses, and how batteries compare with capacitors as energy
storage devices, this book can be a starting point. This book is ideal for
engineers, engineering students, facility managers, engineering managers,
program/project managers, and other executives who do not possess a current
working knowledge of electrical engineering. Because of the simple explanations,
analogies, and practical examples employed by the author, this book serves as
an excellent learning tool for non-engineers, technical writers, attorneys,
electrical sales professionals, energy professionals, electrical equipment
procurement agents, construction managers, facility managers, and maintenance
managers.
Power Electronics Basics: Operating Principles, Design, Formulas, and
Applications provides fundamental knowledge for the analysis and design of
modern power electronic devices. This concise and user-friendly resource:
Explains the basic concepts and most important terms of power electronics
Describes the power assemblies, control, and passive components of
semiconductor power switches Covers the control of power electronic devices,
from mathematical modeling to the analysis of the electrical processes
Addresses pulse-width modulation, power quality control, and multilevel,
modular, and multicell power converter topologies Discusses line-commutated
and resonant converters, as well as inverters and AC converters based on
completely controllable switches Explores cutting-edge applications of power
electronics, including renewable energy production and storage, fuel cells, and
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electric drives Power Electronics Basics: Operating Principles, Design, Formulas,
and Applications supplies graduate students, industry professionals, researchers,
and academics with a solid understanding of the underlying theory, while offering
an overview of the latest achievements and development prospects in the power
electronics industry.
Principles and Applications of Electrical EngineeringMcGraw Hill Professional
As technology presses forward, scientific projects are becoming increasingly
complex. The international space station, for example, includes over 100 major
components, carried aloft during 88 spaces flights which were organized by over
16 nations. The need for improved system integration between the elements of
an overall larger technological system has sparked further development of
systems of systems (SoS) as a solution for achieving interoperability and superior
coordination between heterogeneous systems. Systems of Systems Engineering:
Principles and Applications provides engineers with a definitive reference on this
newly emerging technology, which is being embraced by such engineering giants
as Boeing, Lockheed Martin, and Raytheon. The book covers the complete range
of fundamental SoS topics, including modeling, simulation, architecture, control,
communication, optimization, and applications. Containing the contributions of
pioneers at the forefront of SoS development, the book also offers insight into
applications in national security, transportation, energy, and defense as well as
healthcare, the service industry, and information technology. System of systems
(SoS) is still a relatively new concept, and in time numerous problems and openended issues must be addressed to realize its great potential. THis book offers a
first look at this rapidly developing technology so that engineers are better
equipped to face such challenges.
Principles and Applications of Electrical Engineering provides an overview of the
electrical engineering discipline specifically geared toward non-electrical
engineering students. The hallmark feature of the text is its use of practical
applications to illustrate important principles. The applications come from every
field of engineering and feature exciting technologies. The principal objective of
the book is to present the principles of electrical, electronic, and
electromechanical engineering to an audience of engineering majors enrolled in
introductory and more advanced or specialized electrical engineering courses. A
second objective is to present these principles with a focus on important results
and common yet effective analytical and computational tools to solve practical
problems. Finally, a third objective of the book is to illustrate, by way of concrete,
fully worked examples, a number of relevant applications of electrical
engineering. These examples are drawn from the authors’ industrial research
experience and from ideas contributed by practicing engineers and industrial
partners.
This widely-used text prepares students for entry-level jobs in electronics,
electrical trades and related fields. Its level and approach are ideal for both
electronics and electricity programs looking for a relatively short, applied book
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covering DC/AC circuits. Additional chapters on topics such as safety,
transformers, motors, instrumentation, and residential wiring are also included.
No prior knowledge of electricity is assumed; the only prerequisites are arithmetic
and basic algebra. Practical skills are emphasized throughout the text, and
supported in the hands-on work provided in the companion Experiments Manual.
MultiSim circuit files are provided, on a bound-in CD ROM, for those who want to
bring software simulation work into their classes and labs.
The branch of engineering which focuses on the practical use of electricity, and
studies the designing and maintenance of electrical devices is known as
electrical engineering. It has a number of subdisciplines like instrumentation,
electronics, telecommunication, signal processing, etc. This book outlines the
processes and applications of electrical and electronics engineering in detail.
Coherent flow of topics, student-friendly language and extensive use of examples
make this book an invaluable source of knowledge. It aims to serve as a resource
guide for students and experts alike and contribute to the growth of the discipline.
Electrical Applications 2 covers the BTEC NII level objectives in Electrical
Applications U86/330. To understand the applications, a knowledge of the
underlying principles is needed and these are covered briefly in the text. Key
topics discussed are: the transmission and distribution of electrical energy; safety
and regulations; tariffs and power factor correction; materials and their
applications in the electrical industry; transformers; DC machines; illumination;
and fuse protection. Included in each chapter are worked examples which should
be carefully worked through before progressing to the next section. At the ends of
chapters, further problems are provided for consolidation and self-testing; where
these have numerical answers, they may be found at the end of the book. In a
subject such as this, many problems ask for explanations and descriptions and
here the answers must be sought in the text. When dealing with a descriptive
question, a good diagram almost always helps to give a clear answer and saves
many words of explanation. The book aims to promote this approach by the use
of over 170 figures throughout the eight chapters.
"The principal objective of the book is to present the principles of electrical,
electronic, and electromechanical engineering to an audience of engineering
majors, ranging from sophomores in an introductory electrical engineering course
to seniors and first-year graduate students enrolled in more specialized courses
in electronics, electro mechanics, and mechatronics"-Principles of Electrical Safety discusses current issues in electrical safety, which
are accompanied by series’ of practical applications that can be used by
practicing professionals, graduate students, and researchers. . • Provides
extensive introductions to important topics in electrical safety • Comprehensive
overview of inductance, resistance, and capacitance as applied to the human
body • Serves as a preparatory guide for today’s practicing engineers
CD-ROMs contains: 2 CDs, "one contains the Student Edition of LabView 7
Express, and the other contains OrCAD Lite 9.2."
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This practical resource introduces electrical and electronic principles and
technology covering theory through detailed examples, enabling students to
develop a sound understanding of the knowledge required by technicians in fields
such as electrical engineering, electronics and telecommunications. No previous
background in engineering is assumed, making this an ideal text for vocational
courses at Levels 2 and 3, foundation degrees and introductory courses for
undergraduates.
This text provides an introduction to the field of power electronics, emphasizing
real-world applications. It covers topics such as: power quality and vector control;
power semiconductor devices; multiphase choppers and PWM inverters; and
adjustable speed AC and DC motor drives.
Electrical and Electronic Engineering provides a foundation for first year
undergraduates and HND students in electrical and electronic engineering. It
offers exceptional breadth of coverage and detail in a clear and accessible
manner. Suitable for specialists and non-specialists, it makes no excessive
demands on the reader's mathematical skills. The basics of circuit theory and
analysis are covered at the outset, followed by discrete devices and integrated
circuits. Electrical machines, power electronics and digital logic circuits are
treated thoroughly in a central group of chapters. Coverage of the essentials of
computer architecture and networks is followed by a detailed chapter on
microprocessors and microcontrollers. The importance of modern
communications technology is reflected in the comprehensive group of chapters
devoted to analogue, digital and optical fibre communications systems and
telephony. Two concluding chapters deal with the important topic of
electromagnetic compatibility and the basics of instrumentation and
measurement that are essential for non-specialists. This fully revised third edition
of this popular text uses a wealth of practical exercises and examples making it
ideal as a teaching resource or a study tool.
Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering is an excellent introduction into the areas
of electricity, electronic devices and electrochemistry. The book covers aspects
of electrical science including Ohm and Kirkoff's laws, P-N junctions,
semiconductors, circuit diagrams, magnetic fields, electrochemistry, and devices
such as DC motors. This text is useful for students of electrical, chemical,
materials, and mechanical engineering.
Mechanical Engineer’s Reference Book, 12th Edition is a 19-chapter text that covers
the basic principles of mechanical engineering. The first chapters discuss the principles
of mechanical engineering, electrical and electronics, microprocessors, instrumentation,
and control. The succeeding chapters deal with the applications of computers and
computer-integrated engineering systems; the design standards; and materials’
properties and selection. Considerable chapters are devoted to other basic knowledge
in mechanical engineering, including solid mechanics, tribology, power units and
transmission, fuels and combustion, and alternative energy sources. The remaining
chapters explore other engineering fields related to mechanical engineering, including
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nuclear, offshore, and plant engineering. These chapters also cover the topics of
manufacturing methods, engineering mathematics, health and safety, and units of
measurements. This book will be of great value to mechanical engineers.
This Second Edition extensively covers advanced issues/subjects in electric machines,
starting from principles, to applications and case studies with ample graphical
(numerical) results. This textbook is intended for second (and third) semester courses
covering topics such as modeling of transients, control principles, electromagnetic and
thermal finite element analysis, and optimal design (dimensioning). Notable recent
knowledge with strong industrialization potential has been added to this edition, such
as: Orthogonal models of multiphase a.c. machines Thermal Finite Element Analysis of
(FEA) electric machines FEA–based–only optimal design of a PM motor case study
Line start synchronizing premium efficiency PM induction machines Induction machines
(three and single phase), synchronous machines with DC excitation, with PM-excitation,
and with magnetically salient rotor and a linear Pm oscillatory motor are all investigated
in terms of transients, electromagnetic FEM analysis and control principles. Case
studies, numerical examples, and lots of discussion of FEM results for PMSM and IM
are included throughout the book. The optimal design is treated in detail using
Hooke–Jeeves and GA algorithms with case comparison studies in dedicated chapters
for IM and PMSM. Numerous computer simulation programs in MATLAB® and
Simulink® are available online that illustrate performance characteristics present in the
chapters, and the FEM and optimal design case studies (and codes) may be used as
homework to facilitate a deeper understanding of fundamental issues.
Rizzoni (mechanical engineering, Ohio State University) presents the principles of
electrical, electronic, and electromechanical engineering to non-electrical engineering
students. The third edition has been reorganized, and adds a chapter on electrical
communications. The CD-ROM includes computer-aided example solutions and a
demo copy of Electronics Workbench. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
For many years, Protective Relaying: Principles and Applications has been the go-to
text for gaining proficiency in the technological fundamentals of power system
protection. Continuing in the bestselling tradition of the previous editions by the late J.
Lewis Blackburn, the Fourth Edition retains the core concepts at the heart of power
system analysis. Featuring refinements and additions to accommodate recent
technological progress, the text: Explores developments in the creation of smarter,
more flexible protective systems based on advances in the computational power of
digital devices and the capabilities of communication systems that can be applied within
the power grid Examines the regulations related to power system protection and how
they impact the way protective relaying systems are designed, applied, set, and
monitored Considers the evaluation of protective systems during system disturbances
and describes the tools available for analysis Addresses the benefits and problems
associated with applying microprocessor-based devices in protection schemes
Contains an expanded discussion of intertie protection requirements at dispersed
generation facilities Providing information on a mixture of old and new equipment,
Protective Relaying: Principles and Applications, Fourth Edition reflects the present
state of power systems currently in operation, making it a handy reference for practicing
protection engineers. And yet its challenging end-of-chapter problems, coverage of the
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basic mathematical requirements for fault analysis, and real-world examples ensure
engineering students receive a practical, effective education on protective systems.
Plus, with the inclusion of a solutions manual and figure slides with qualifying course
adoption, the Fourth Edition is ready-made for classroom implementation.
For courses in Electrical Engineering. The #1 title in its market, Electrical Engineering:
Principles and Applications helps students learn electrical-engineering fundamentals
with minimal frustration. Its goals are to present basic concepts in a general setting, to
show students how the principles of electrical engineering apply to specific problems in
their own fields, and to enhance the overall learning process. This book covers circuit
analysis, digital systems, electronics, and electromechanics at a level appropriate for
either electrical-engineering students in an introductory course or non-majors in a
survey course. A wide variety of pedagogical features stimulate student interest and
engender awareness of the material's relevance to their chosen profession. The only
essential prerequisites are basic physics and single-variable calculus. The 7th Edition
features technology and content updates throughout the text.
In recent years Basic Electronics Engineering are being used extensively in computers,
microprocessor and very large scale integration (VLSI) design and digital signal
processing research and many other things. This rapid progress in Electronics
Engineering has created an increasing demand for trained Electronics Engineering
personnel. This book is intended for the undergraduate and postgraduate students
specializing in Electronics Engineering. It will also serve as reference material for
engineers employed in industry. The fundamental concepts and principles behind
electronics engineering are explained in a simple, easy- to- understand manner. Each
chapter contains a large number of solved example or problem which will help the
students in problem solving and designing of Electronics system. This text book is
organized into thirteen chapters. Chapter 0: Famous Scientists and Inventors Who
Shaped Electronics EngineeringChapter1: Introduction to Electronics, Current and
Voltage Sources and Semiconductor Physics Chapter 2: Semiconductor Diode and its
ApplicationsChapter 3: Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT), Transistor Biasing and
Stabilization of Operating PointChapter 4: Applications of BJTsChapter 5: Field Effect
Transistor (FET) & Special Diodes and Its ApplicationsChapter 6: Electronics
Oscillators & Basics of SCR & UJTChapter 7: Number Systems and Boolean
AlgebraChapter 8: Combinational CircuitsChapter 9 : Sequential CircuitsChapter 10:
Digital Logic FamiliesChapter 11: Electronics Instruments & MeasurementsChapter 12:
Basics & Applications of Communication SystemChapter 13: Basics & Applications of
Operational Amplifier The book Electronics Engineering is written to cater to the needs
of the undergraduate courses in the discipline of Electronics & Communication
Engineering, Computer Science Engineering, Information Technology, Electronics &
Instrumentation Engineering, Electrical & Electronics Engineering and postgraduate
students specializing in Electronics. It will also serve as reference material for
engineers employed in industry. The fundamental concepts and principles behind digital
logic designs are explained in a simple, easy- to- understand manner. The last Chapter
gives the possible experiments of digital logic design that can be done by students of
B.E./B.Tech level.Salient Features*Detailed coverage of Electronics system,
Instrumentations, Communication, sequential logic circuits, combinational logic circuits,
Operational Amplifier & Applications of BJT and Diode.*Comprehensive chapter on
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digital logic families, Electronics Measurement, Feedback and Oscillators.*Each
chapter contains a large number of solved example or objective type's problem which
will help the students in problem solving and designing of digital system. *Clear
perception of the various problems with a large number of neat, well drawn and
illustrative diagrams. *Simple Language, easy- to- understand manner. I do hope that
the text book in the present form will meet the requirement of the students doing
graduation in Electronics & Communication Engineering, Computer Science
Engineering, Information Technology, Electronics & Instrumentation Engineering and
Electrical & Electronics Engineering. I shall appreciate any suggestions from students
and faculty members alike so that we can strive to make the text book more useful in
the edition to come.
The CRC Principles and Applications in Engineering series is a library of convenient,
economical references sharply focused on particular engineering topics and
subspecialties. Each volume in the series comprises chapters carefully selected from
CRC's bestselling handbooks, logically organized for optimum convenience, and
thoughtfully priced to fit
Chapter 1: System Studies -- Chapter 2: Drawings and Diagrams -- Chapter 3:
Substation Layouts -- Chapter 4: Substation Auxiliary Power Supplies -- Chapter 5:
Current and Voltage Transformers -- Chapter 6: Insulators -- Chapter 7: Substation
Building Services -- Chapter 8: Earthing and Bonding -- Chapter 9: Insulation Coordination -- Chapter 10: Relay Protection -- Chapter 11: Fuses and Miniature Circuit
Breakers -- Chapter 12: Cables -- Chapter 13: Switchgear -- Chapter 14: Power
Transformers -- Chapter 15: Substation and Overhead Line Foundations -- Chapter 16:
Overhead Line Routing -- Chapter 17: Structures, Towers and Poles -- Chapter 18:
Overhead Line Conductor and Technical Specifications -- Chapter 19: Testing and
Commissioning -- Chapter 20: Electromagnetic Compatibility -- Chapter 21: Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition -- Chapter 22: Project Management -- Chapter 23:
Distribution Planning -- Chapter 24: Power Quality- Harmonics in Power Systems -Chapter 25: Power Qual ...
The fourth edition of "Principles and Applications of Electrical Engineering" provides
comprehensive coverage of the principles of electrical, electronic, and
electromechanical engineering to non-electrical engineering majors. Building on the
success of previous editions, this text focuses on relevant and practical applications
that will appeal to all engineering students.
Rizzoni's Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering provides a solid overview of the
electrical engineering discipline that is especially geared toward the many non-electrical
engineering students who take this course. The book was developed to fit the growing
trend of the Intro to EE course morphing into a briefer, less comprehensive course. The
hallmark feature of this text is its liberal use of practical applications to illustrate
important principles. The applications come from every field of engineering and feature
exciting technologies. The appeal to non-engineering students are the special features
such as Focus on Methodology sections and Make the Connections sidebars.
Rizzoni's Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering provides a solid overview of the
electrical engineering discipline that is especially geared toward the many non-electrical
engineering students who take this course. The book was developed to fit the growing
trend of the Intro to EE course morphing into a briefer, less comprehensive course. The
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hallmark feature of this text is its liberal use of practical applications to illustrate
important principles. The applications come from every field of engineering and feature
exciting technologies. The appeal to non-engineering students are the special features
such as Focus on Measurement sections, Focus on Methodology sections, and Make
the Connections sidebars.
Electric relays pervade the electronics that dominate our world. They exist in many
forms, fulfill many roles, and each have their own behavioral nuances and peculiarities.
To date, there exists no comprehensive reference surveying the broad spectrum of
electric relays, save one-Electric Relays: Principles and Applications. This ambitious
work is not only unique in its scope, but also in its practical approach that focuses on
the operational and functional aspects rather than on theory and mathematics.
Accomplished engineer Dr. Vladimir Gurevich builds the presentation from first
principles, unfolding the concepts and constructions via discussion of their historical
development from the earliest ideas to modern technologies. He uses a show-not-tell
approach that employs nearly 1300 illustrations and reveals valuable insight based on
his extensive experience in the field. The book begins with the basic principles of relay
construction and the major functional parts, such as contact and magnetic systems.
Then, it devotes individual chapters to the various types of relays. The author describes
the principles of function and construction for each type as well as features of several
relays belonging to a type that operate on different principles. Remarkably thorough
and uniquely practical, Electric Relays: Principles and Applications serves as the
perfect introduction to the plethora of electric relays and offers a quick-reference guide
for the experienced engineer.
For undergraduate introductory or survey courses in electrical engineering.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING: PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS, 5/e helps students
learn electrical-engineering fundamentals with minimal frustration. Its goals are to
present basic concepts in a general setting, to show students how the principles of
electrical engineering apply to specific problems in their own fields, and to enhance the
overall learning process. Circuit analysis, digital systems, electronics, and
electromechanics are covered. A wide variety of pedagogical features stimulate student
interest and engender awareness of the material's relevance to their chosen profession.
Rizzoni provides a solid overview of the electrical engineering discipline that is
especially geared toward the many non-electrical engineering students who take this
course. The hallmark feature of the text is its liberal use of practical applications to
illustrate important principles. (Midwest).
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